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Cover Photograph:
My thanks to Steve Roffey for allowing me to share with you a unique photograph dated circa 1958‐60
It shows the empty stock of the Bournemouth Belle passing Stewarts Lane depot enroute to Waterloo.
The Bournemouth Belle and Golden Arrow stock were berthed at Stewarts Lane at this time.

Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 69.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and images for inclusion within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by e‐mail or printing a
copy, to any one you may know who will also be interested in reading about matters Pullman.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list, then Email to the editorial
address with your request, it’s as simple as that.
Also some readers do not receive copies as published for one reason or another, I do get bounce backs
advising that an e‐mail address no longer exists or the mail box full. If by the 5th of each month your
copy fails to arrive, please Email the editorial address and I will forward to you the missing edition.
The views and articles within this publication are not necessarily those of the editor.

Information Required.
I will welcome any information on the Pullman car located on your local preserved railway or in use as a
static Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe News and the Pullman Car Services Archive.
Information is for sharing ‐ not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.70, please forward by November 29th.
Coupe News No.70 will be published on December 1st.

Editorial Address:
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
Coupe News editions 1 to 68 and all Special Editions can be sourced at: ‐
http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html
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We remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule number as this edition of Coupe
News.
Pre 1960 Schedule No: 69.
Post 1960 Schedule No: 67.
Name:
MARY CARMICHAEL.
Type of Car:
Kitchen.
Into Service:
June 1914.
Builder:
Cravens Limited, Sheffield.
Tare:
421/2t.
Covers:
21.

1914:

Enters service on the Caledonian Railway.

1933 December 4th:

Taken over by the LMSR and allocated the identity of 203.

Free Newsletters/Magazines/Videonet:

MRE Mag.
Published every Monday, Wednesday & Friday by Pat Hammond covering model railway news, views and
products.
Visit www.mremag.com for further detail and information.

RAILDATE.
The weekly newsletter published every Friday covering general railway subjects with links to sites for
further information, from Hursley Park Model Railway Society. For further information visit: ‐
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/RAILDATE/
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.

RAILWAY HERALD.
Railway Herald is a colour magazine that covers today’s railway scene in the UK.
Visit www.railwayherald.co.uk for further detail and information.

Railway World.
The Videonet site of the Railway Scene today in all Gauges.
Visit http://www.therailwaychannel.com/Railway%20World/moviepage.html for more details.
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Look Back At Pullman.

1908 – November – 100 Years Ago:
November 8th.

The ‘Southern Belle’ London to Brighton service commences a 7 x 365 day
operation.
The service in formed of cars VERONA (Parlour Brake), ALBERTA (Parlour
Brake), GROSVENOR (Buffet), CLEOPATRA (Parlour), BELGRAVIA (Parlour),
BESSBOROUGH (Parlour) and PRINCESS HELEN (Parlour).

1958 – November – 50 Years Ago:
November 19th.

Royal Train working consisting of two ordinary coaches and Pullman car ORION.
Conveying the HRH the Duke of Edinburgh from London Victoria to Deal (Kent)
via Canterbury and returning via Folkestone.

1968 – November – 40 Years Ago:
November 26th.

The 11.00am Victoria to Brighton suffers the failure of one of the two 5Bel
units allocated. This resulted in the service being formed of 1 x 5Bel unit and
4 Cor unit No.3118 (The third 5 Bel unit No.3052 at this time was at Eastleigh
works being refurbished and repainted into the new house style livery for Inter‐
City services of Rail Blue & Grey).

November.

Two coaches were formally handed over to the United States of America’s
Ambassador to Britain by HRH the Duke of Edinburgh at a ceremony at
London’s Kensington Olympia.
The coaches consisting of Pullman car ISLE OF THANET and former North
Eastern Railway Saloon No.1592.
N.E.R No.1592 was made available to the Allied Commander‐in‐Chief
General Eisenhower in 1944 as a mobile Headquarters.

November.

5 Bel unit No.3052 emerges from refurbishment at Eastleigh in Rail Blue & Grey
livery.

1973 – November – 35 Years Ago:
November.

Advertised within the pages of the November edition of Railway Magazine.
Two Pullman cars complete and in need of restoration. Located on a Private
Site. Only Serious Enquiries.

1978 – November – 30 Years Ago:
November.

Noted outside the British Rail Swindon works RDB 975427 ex Pullman Kitchen
First S/No.323 WREN.
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Attendants Service:
05/08 (July).
Alan Macdonald requests the help of any reader relating to car destination roof boards.
I have read recently the articles with ‘Model Rail No.116’ covering Pullmans.
I am currently building Pullman cars for the ‘Queen of Scots’ and ‘Brighton Belle’ and wish to include
the “Destination/Name Boards” on the roofs of the cars and under floor equipment, I would be obliged
if any fellow Coupe News reader can advise me on the following: ‐
1. Sizes of the boards and what was printed on them.
2. Details on the sizes of the fixings to which the boards slide into on the roof.
3. The under floor fittings to both the QoS and Belle cars.
I note within the edition of ‘Model Rail’ the following observations in relation to roof board fixings: ‐
Page 41, the Brighton Belle has either 2 of 4 roof fixings.
Page 46 & 47, the Golden Age Brake has 4 fixings.
Page 49, the Pullman car has 4 fixings.
Page 51, the model has 3 fixings.
Also was provision made on the Devon Belle Observation car roof’s for destination/name boards.
John R Peck Responds: ‐
Alan Macdonald asks about roof boards for Pullman trains, all of which appear in my range of labels,
and quotes details of models and photos from Model Rail 116. Here's a very brief summary of the
real details.
The "BRIGHTON BELLE" used only one 11 foot roof train name board, see page 49, the earlier Southern
Belle had a pair with the destination boards included. As it was the same coaches, the fixings (three
large and two small wedges) were always spaced for a pair of 11 foot boards to be carried on each side,
some way up on the roof from the gutter edge.
The Queen of Scots used a mixture of coaches from different regions over the years, so it depends on
what train formation you are modeling. In general, the original all‐steel cars (as Hornby's unlit
R223/233 models) were built with 4 wedge brackets each side for a possible triple of 8 foot
boards placed on the gutter edge ‐ they carried just one train name board as "THE QUEEN OF SCOTS"
centrally mounted. Later use of Southern origin cars would presumably have required the use of the
Southern and BR standard11 foot boards, and at that time the THE was dropped.
Finally the brake cars only carried a much smaller board by the end doors, under the gutter. Always I
believe cream lettering on umber.
There were strip‐type brackets on some Pullman cars ‐ like a top line and hanging down legs forming a
sort of box outline with the gutter edge. The Bulmers Cider Pullmans had that flat kind of roof board
brackets. I have developed etched wedges and strips for brackets ‐ to use in conjunction with magnetic
roof boards ‐ these are not yet released with ordering pages, but are actually ready if you want to
enquire separately.
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07/08 (September).
Edward Joscelyn requests the help of any reader relating to chair upholstery fabric.
Your Coupe News was introduced to me by contributor Terence Mulligan.
For my USA Pullman restoration project, I am seeking a source of mohair frieze plush upholstery fabric.
This was commonly used for Pullman car upholstery ca 1910 ‐ 1950.
It has patterns formed of cut and uncut loops.
Do you or your readers know of UK or Continental sources of this fabric?

Tim Robbins Responds: ‐
These days such material can still be obtained, but it is made to special order, and to a minimum
quantity, with an order value of about £7500.00 (exclusive of VAT). Does the gentleman have a sample
of the actual fabric that he wants?
Edward Joscelyn Responds: ‐
Thanks for this response. I have several original samples of mohair frieze plush upholstery fabric
manufactured for the Pullman Company ca 1925 ‐1935.

08/08 (October).
Bob Flatau advises of the following in relation to modeling Hornby Pullmans.
I have learnt so much over the last week from reading the older Coupe News & special editions.
Also I found the contact for The Pullman Society which I intend to join. Thank you.
However, I have also now discovered to my horror, so many faults with my Hornby Pullman cars!
It would seem that they name & number the cars without researching with accuracy the correct body,
roof & bogie types?? (R4312 is produced with the name Rosemary...I have also seen this name on one
of the new high detailed models).
So to start me off, I hope a fellow reader will be able to advise me of the correct cars that I can
accurately represent with this (R4312) model if any, together with the appropriate bogie type?
My main disappointment however, is to find that none of the famous 1951 (Golden Arrow) & the
refurbished cars including the guards parlour cars are accurately represented.

09/08 (October).
Chris Cooper Request your help with regard to the Blue Pullman in 1960.
I am preparing a history of the old Kettering to Huntingdon in readiness for the 50th anniversary of its
passenger closure next year.
I have been advised that in April 1960 the Midland Diesel Pullman visited Kimbolton for a photo shoot.
No further details are available so I wonder if any readers of Coupe can provide further information as
to which set was used, the actual date and the reason for the unit to be at Kimbolton.
I would be grateful if the question can be asked in your excellent newsletter.
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10/08 (November).
Alan Requests help with regard to CAR No.303.
Terry,
I am building a 7mm model of Car 303 and wonder if you know what colour the seating and curtains
were in early sixties?
Alan

Mail Box:
From Bevis Heap.
Some time ago you were kind enough to help me with research into the Plymouth portion of the Devon
Belle, I thought I'd update you on where I'd gone from there.
I now have 2 part built 3 car sets. The brakes, Cars 54 and 55 I had etched by Worsley Works (one of
them is at the Bluebell Railway but communication with them didn't get a response). The brake
conversions were no easier! CAR No. 208 was in a photo in 'Pullman Cars of the "Southern"' by Kidner,
CAR No.36 however was elusive for some time but a friend of mine spotted a piece on the Colne
Valley Railway's website and I went to photograph their Hermione which was CAR No.36.
Although they'd rebuilt the guard's end after finding rot it was still clear which end was which.
Intriguingly though the toilet window was still in place is not blanked and both ends have rectangular
windows not oval ones.
Editoral Response.
Many thanks for the update on your DB project, your reference to CAR No.36 and its square toilet and
attendants cupboard windows. This relates to its rebuild for service with the new "U" Class Pullman cars
of 1951/2for the Golden Arrow.
Response from Bevis Heap.
Do you know if the guard's end window re‐instated on the Golden Arrow conversion but blanked out for
the Devon Belle?
Editorial Response.
I refer to “Pullmans in Europe” by G.Behrend (1962).
Page 316 – As built in 1926 CAR No.36 Third Class – 39t tare – 54 seats.
Page 340 – Remodelled 1946 CAR No.36 Second Class – 38t tare – 42 seats.
Remodelled 1951 – “Square” lights fitted to lavatory (instead of the usual oval cathedral
glass lights)to match 1951/1952 cars of type “U”.
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Other Pullman related books have come and gone and the majority cover mainly the aspects of the
Pullman Company and its services within the United Kingdom.
Finally I have a book within my Pullman library that covers in detail the twelve wheel cars as
constructed within the United Kingdom between 1908 to 1923.
The twelve wheel cars have a heavy tare weight varying from 39t to 441/4t, this book also has a heavy
tare, running to 192 pages, with the use of landscape instead of the normal portrait format has given
the whole book an enhancement for the photographic and drawing content.
The content has been well researched with the pre‐publication draft being reviewed by some of the
United Kingdom’s Pullman Historians, thus this book unlike some of the past Pullman related
publications has been given the approval of Pullman Historians.
The content is a perfect mix of photographs, drawings and historical text covering the life of these
unique Pullman cars. I must admit I have not seen a fair percentage of the photographs and drawings
before, and the use of private collections has culminated in a truly Historical Record of the cars in one
book.
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Each batch build of cars as built in 1908 = 7, 1911 = 2, 1914 = 13, 1917 = 4, 1920 = 7, 1921 25 = ,
1923 = 6 is covered in detail.
Up until 1908 all UK Pullman cars were built from kits of parts imported from Pullman USA, this ended
on completion of the final imports in 1906. The seven cars built in 1908 were the first all United
Kingdom build cars.
On completion of the sections covering each build of car from 1908 to 1923, we enter the historical
information covering aspects of the following: ‐
Internal photographs of Preston Park workshops.
Carpets & seats/Pullman decorative style.
N.A.A.F.I and Departmental use.
Vehicle History.
Colour of the car bodies.
A Pullman Legacy.
Pullman in colour.
Each of the above assists in the historical record of the twelve wheel cars, within “Pullman in colour”
can be found a two page first in Pullman publication, a glimpse at the styles of table Lamps.
Antony Ford has now produced his second Pullman related publication and ‘Pullman Profile No.1’ will
take some beating, but already Antony has advised he is taking up the challenge yet again, with
Pullman Profile No.2, the content will cover the 1923 – 1927 “K” type cars.
If you have yet to get your copy of Pullman Profile No.1 for your collection, then I strongly recommend
you purchase a copy now. This book will be the reference source in years to come on twelve wheel cars
and also a guide to future Pullman authors of the type of content that will now be expected.
My thanks to Antony and all those involved in bringing this book to the sales counter, my own personal
statement with regard to this book ‘Pullman with 100% Quality and Perfection’.
Published by Kevin Robertson under the imprint
Kevin Robertson Books
PO Box 279
Corhampton
SOUTHAMPTON
SO32 3ZX
Tel / Fax 01489 877880
www.kevinrobertsonbooks.co.uk
Price: £27.00
ISBN: 978‐1‐90641900‐4

Pullman Profile No.2.
Detailing the history of the 53 x Standard “K” type cars as built between
1923 to 1927.
This book is at this moment in time in the process of preparation and is schedule
for publication in 2009.
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Coupe News ‐ Passengers Reservations List.
199 x Regular First Class Passengers.
3 x Web Sites ‐ Passenger Numbers Unknown.
Welcome aboard to the following joining passengers: –
Howard Jones, David Rhodes, Phil Evans, J Deegan, Tom Moloney.

Chicago Pullman History ‐ Gary Olszewski of Nevada USA
I have been receiving Coupe News for some time now; I do appreciate the collector market for
rail‐roadiana, and Pullman history, in particular.
Although I'm only vaguely familiar with U.K. Pullman operations and products, in which you specialize.
I am a student of American cultural/artifact history, Pullman among the many items of interest to me.
I forward an article of Chicago Pullman history, which I hope will be of interest to fellow readers of
Coupe News.

The above photo is the fully rebuilt and recently restored original Pullman offices and factory buildings,
at 111th Street, at Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago.
This picture is from a publication titled THE FAST MAIL, a newsletter of the 20th Century RR Club of
Chicago.
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The next photograph is of an early 1950's PCC (President's Conference Committee) Chicago streetcar.
Built by Chicago' Pullman works, it is the last existing operable example of this equipment, restored and
running at the Illinois Railway Museum, Union Illinois, which is about an hour's drive out from Chicago.
San Francisco has another in its historic fleet, the very last PCC car built in the U.S.

Car No.7213, also shown below, at its final terminus, the trolley garage at 77th Street at Vincennes
Avenue.
Both examples were built in Chicago at the Pullman works.
Incidentally, one of this type was the very last rail streetcar to operate in the City of Chicago in June
1958.
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Next, another Pullman product, this photo of the debut of the 6000‐series elevated cars, in 1950.
In total 770 of this type of car were constructed, the first 250 were built by Pullman in 1950‐1951.
This photo was taken, posed at The Jarvis Avenue curve, between Morse Avenue and Howard Street,
on the north‐south Howard‐Jackson Park Line.
What we see here are car No.6001 to 6006, the very first of the lot.
Unfortunately, all of these are gone, although a number of later the version, built by St. Louis Car
Company, through the 1950's, remain at a few rail museums.
The Illinois museum has about 12 of them, but what you see here are the Pullman products, although
utilitarian of purpose, strikingly beautiful in presence. I grew up in the era of these cars, and I do
believe I've ridden most every one of them!
As well as another group of Pullmans: Those 6000s made up the complete, entire mainline fleet of the
city for a number of years, as the older cars were being retired, and as I mentioned, of 770 of them a
number at museums, they were in service until the mid‐1980s, and as far as I know, today, quite a
number of them were retained and converted to utility vehicles and work train pushers, the Pullman‐
built early version, as well as the later St. Louis Car Co. model.
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The cars we see below here, also of Pullman manufacture, the 2000‐series cars, were built in the early
1960s. This was a small group of only 200 cars, and as they were a radical departure from the standard
electrical propulsion package, They used AC "chopper" control instead of the 100% DC control system
of the others in the fleet, therefore, could be mechanically trained with others, but electrically
incompatible. They were used throughout the system, on their own, but were the mainstay of the
east/south Lake‐Dan Ryan line, in their 20 years of service. A few pictures here to enjoy:

Also, here, for strictly historical interest, not built by Pullman, is 1892 Chicago Rapid Transit Car No.1,
the very first car delivered in 1892, for the north/south line to the 1893 Columbian Exposition on
Chicago’s south side. Here beautifully and painstakingly restored in its Victorian splendor, at the Skokie
Shops. It now resides in the Chicago Historical Museum, on North Clark Street:
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Lastly, we see cars No. 144 (on page ) and 225 below, another Pullman‐built Chicago streetcar of 1908.
This car was the very largest car of its type 51' long, and was included in the order for 750 of its type,
the largest public transit equipment order of the municipality to that date. Of the 750, 3 remain these
being No.144, No.460 both at Chicago, and No.225, in the Seashore Museum, Kennebunkport, Maine.
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The PCC type streetcar was derived from a design of the early 1930s, several thousand of them were
used in cities far and wide across North America, even into modern days in European cars.
(Most of them were built by varied mfrs, not Pullman).
Chicago had many of this type. But in the early 1950's, the wholesale conversion across the U.S. from
electric street rail to motor buses, sealed the fate of these PCCs, they only lasted a few short years in
the system. But since most of the Chicago fleet of street and elevated cars was at that time antiquated
and needing replacement, the decision was made to instead of scrapping the lot of them outright, a
large number were canabalized for parts, which were used in the manufacture of those initial Pullman‐
built 6000‐series el cars.
Notice the similarity between the two, in body configuration. Body panels, seats, windows, the
"Cineston" control mechanism, and other bits and pieces were used by Pullman to build those
6000s. But structurally, the PCCs were not suitable for elevated use, thus a re‐design of the framing was
dictated.
The Petworth Pullmans – John Dedman
My wife and I spent 2 nights in early September at the Old Railway Station at Petworth
where the accommodation is in three of the four Pullman cars there.
The cars are Flora, Montana, Mimosa and Alicante.
We stayed in Flora and our accommodation which takes up half of the car consisted of a double
bedroom, bathroom and entrance vestibule.
Breakfast is served in the station building which comes highly recommended and is of Pullman
standard.

cJohn Dedman.
The Petworth Pullmans.
From Left to Right ‐ MIMOSA, ALICANTE, MONTANA & FLORA.
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cJohn Dedman.

cJohn Dedman.

Schedule Number 154 – Built in 1923 – FLORA – Guards Parlour First Class – Covers 26.
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cJohn Dedman.

cJohn Dedman.
Schedule Number 156 – Built in 1923 ‐ MONTANA – Guards Parlour First Class – Covers 26.
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cJohn Dedman.

cJohn Dedman.

Schedule Number 50 – Built in 1914 ‐ MIMOSA ‐ Kitchen First Class – Covers 19.
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cJohn Dedman.

cJohn Dedman.
Schedule Number 47 – Built in 1912 ‐ ALICANTE ‐ Kitchen First Class – Covers 19.
For further information relating to availability on accommodation within the Petworth Pullmans
contact: ‐
The Old Railway Station
Petworth
West Sussex
GU28 0JF
Telephone/fax +44 (0) 1798 342346 or Email info@old‐station.co.uk
Visit the web site http://www.old‐station.co.uk/index.htm
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Bluebell Wedding Pullman September 12th – John Dedman.

cJohn Dedman.

Within the pages of Coupe News No.68, David Jones advised of a Wedding Special operated on the
Bluebell Railway on September 12th 2008.
Fellow reader John Dedman has been kind enough to forward some further photographs of the
working entering Horsted Keynes Station from Sheffield Park.
The photographs are unique as they record a special day for Michelle & David and the Wedding party.
After viewing the photographs I advised John, that it is rare to see photographs of this side of each of
the Pullman cars.

cJohn Dedman.
Maunsell Class ‘U’ 2‐6‐0 No.1638 approaches the platform at Horsted Keynes Station.
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cJohn Dedman.
Pullman car CHRISTINE – Parlour Second Class.

cJohn Dedman.
Pullman car FINGALL – Kitchen First Class.
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cJohn Dedman.
Pullman car EAGLE – Kitchen First Class.

cJohn Dedman.
Pullman car LILIAN – Parlour Second Class.
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cJohn Dedman.
1937 Southern Railway Passenger Luggage Brake Van No.404.

THE BLUEBELL RAILWAY
The Bluebell Railway has grown from its start in 1960 through the strength of its members. As the railway
expands so it needs even more members and volunteers to help it achieve its aims and objectives.
The railway operates on about 3/4 of the days of the year, including every Saturday and Sunday throughout the
year, and daily from April to October.
We need YOU to help us. By joining the Society, your subscription helps the railway financially.
You also have the opportunity to be a volunteer working member in any of the many departments.
Full details will be sent to you when you join. As we reach East Grinstead even more volunteers will be needed.
How to join:
Send a SAE to the Membership Secretary, Sheffield Park Station, Nr. Uckfield, East Sussex TN22 3QL.
Alternatively hand it to the Booking Clerk at any of the three stations.
Instant membership is available in this way, so you can benefit from discounts on the day of your visit.
Membership is valid for at least one year from the date of joining, with renewals subsequently due on 1st
January, April, July or October as appropriate.
For more information about membership, visit the Bluebell web site.

www.bluebell‐railway.co.uk
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A request for assistance from Terence Mulligan of New Jersey.
I wonder if any fellow reader of Coupe News can assist me in the identification of a Pullman Car
Company ice bowl which has migrated from England to the USA in circumstances unknown.
I recently purchased this at an USA auction.
There are about 100 stabs of an ice pick in the bottom of the bowl ‐ hence my guess it is an ice bowl.
Can any reader answer the following for me: ‐
1. Date of manufacture?
Walker & Hall production dates are impossible to pin down from the internet.
I'm guessing about 1930 from the design of the logo.
2. What is the actual usage?
A wine bottle would fall over in it, not therefore a wine bucket...or is it?
The measurements: ‐
Top diameter of the bowl itself is 8 1/2 inches
With handles included, 11 1/2 inches.
Bottom of base is 5 3/4 inches.
Overall height is 5 1/2 inches.

cT.Mulligan.
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cT.Mulligan.

cT.Mulligan.
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The End of Preston Park Workshops – October 2008.

cGavin Bennett.
My thanks to Gavin Bennett for taking the time to take the above photograph on October 19th and for
Keith Gunner for forwarding to me for publication.

Pullman Lodge at Seaburn.
The present home of Pullman cars SAPPHIRE, PADUA and ROSALIND.
The cars appeared on Ebay earlier this year, but the reserve was not met.
I found the following on the Thornsett Group web site.
“Thornsett Group are seeking planning permission for 32 apartments, 2 penthouses and a 239 room,
three to four star hotel, benefiting from car parking and conference facilities in the seaside location of
Seaburn in Sunderland. Planning is due to be submitted by Spring 2008”.
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Pullman Society Members’ Day – David Jones.
A successful Members’ Day took place at the Bluebell Railway on Saturday October 11th when about 20
members, including the committee attended. The idea for such a mid‐term event came about from
comments expressed at recent Annual General Meetings where members felt that seeing each other
only once a year in the spring was not sufficient to keep up to date with individual interests, collections
and research, even though there is a quarterly Newsletter and a bi‐annual Journal.
The Members’ Day took the format of all assembling at Sheffield Park Station by 12 noon so that meals
could be ordered from the Bessemer Arms and then taken into Pullman Car ‘Christine’ where tables
had been made available, courtesy of the Catering Manager. The other Pullmans in the ‘Golden Arrow’
set had already been prepared for the evening dining train, but members were allowed to view the
interiors and take photographs. Following lunch, during which time displays of Pullman memorabilia
and models brought in by members were on display in ‘Christine’, all had to evacuate the Pullmans so
that tables could be laid ready for the evening public train.
Visits to view current progress on the Brighton Atlantic ‘Beachy Head’ ,which hopefully in the future will
enable the Bluebell to run a re‐creation of the ‘Southern Belle’ were arranged during the early
afternoon followed by a trip to Horsted Keynes where Pullman Car ‘Doris’ and the semi‐Royal Saloon
No 806 had been prepared for internal viewing in Platform 1. A tour of the Carriage and Wagon Works
completed the day with the nearly complete conversion of the LMS BGZ van into a Pullman support
vehicle was the centre of interest. Also on view was the nameboard from ‘Duchess of Albany’, a Car
that had been used as a grounded body at Partridge Green in West Sussex until dismantled many years
ago with parts donated to the Bluebell Railway.
It was agreed that this Members’ Day had enhanced the standing of the Society within the membership
and that further meetings each autumn at other Pullman locations would be beneficial.

cD. Jones.
Pullman Car ‘Christine’ used for the Members’ Day, and the ‘Golden Arrow’ rake in the siding at
Sheffield Park.
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Tail Lamp.

A milestone has been reached this month; we welcome Howard Jones who has the honour of being the
200th registered reader to receive Coupe News.
Reports in early September advised of a spring 2009 demolition of the ex‐Pullman Works at Preston
Park, but as can be seen on page 26, the demolition has commenced and I would expect by the time
this edition of Coupe News is published the building will be no more, the end of another chapter in
Pullman History.
I now believe that only one other Pullman related building exists, this being the Blue Pullman shed at
Old Oak Common , London. Formerly used by the Western Region operations of the unique Blue
Pullman sets.
I am about to commence work on the “2009 Pullman Cars in Preservation List”, which in recent years
has contained photographs of preserved cars.
Have you a photograph of a preserved car you consider a potential addition to the 2009 list.
Forward your contribution by no later than December 20th. Publication of the 2009 will be in early
January and will be sent ‘Free’ to all registered readers and three web sites.
At the invitation of Middlesbrough Model Railway Club I will be attending the annual exhibition on
Saturday & Sunday May 16th and 17th. Further details to be published in early 2009.
Finally my thanks to those readers who have taken time to contribute to this edition in the form of
Email, news, articles and photograph’s, without your contributions this edition would be much the
poorer.

Remember ‐ “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.
T.Bye November 1st 2008.

